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ARTIST: Franko B
TITLE: Invisible Seams
Outline of Unrealised Potential
The artists below will be shown together – under one roof, where their work will meet and be shared, but also can
infect and affect each other and those who come in contact with it. I feel these artists have a lot in common and
they share a vision of a non-detached life. They can make you travel with their beauty, but not escape. Most
importantly, they do it with immense generosity, humility and love. I love them…
Suggested Artists
Tim Etchells / forced entertainment (writer and performance group) SHEFFIELD UK
Gavin Mitchell, sound / composer LONDON UK
Jessica Odgen, fashion designer LONDON UK
Rueben Murray, painter LONDON UK
Lorna Lee Leslie, interior designer LONDON UK
Giovanna Casseta, performance artist / film maker LONDON UK
Ron Athey, performance artist LA USA
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